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A new ship...A new crew...A new crisis...A friend at risk...The Confederated Systems Alliance
has spread to dozens of systems, creating the first true interstellar alliance dedicated to bringing
peace and prosperity to all inhabited worlds. Unfortunately, some see this new alliance as a
threat to their own seats of power, and would do anything to stop it.After a well deserved rest,
Captain Nathan Scott is once again called into action. This time, it is not the fate of the galaxy
that is on his shoulders, but the life of one of his dearest friends.But not all is as it
appears."Aurora: EV-01" is the first book in Part 3 of the Frontiers Saga: Fringe Worlds.

From the Back CoverThe Reign of Terror has washed the streets of France blood-red. And in
England a terrified aristocracy awaits the next blow.Secure in their wealth and power, the noble
Lazenders remain safe from history's violent storm behind the walls of their opulent "little
kingdom." But theirs is a house under siege. With the family's heir, Toby Lazender, away in
revolution-torn France hunting the brutal murderers of the woman he loved, a secret cabal of
powerful and dangerous assassins—the Fallen Angels—conspires to bring the chaos to
England's shores by seizing the vast resources of Lazen Castle.And only one obstacle stands in
their way: Toby's sister, Lady Campion Lazender. Caught in an ever-tightening net of conspiracy,
Campion sees treachery all around her—even as she follows a mysterious horseman into a
realm of fascination and desire. And in the clashing of nations—as traitors, spies, and their
masters move furtively through the night—Campion's heart could be leading her to
destruction . . . by the hand of one she trusts above all.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorR. Franklin James grew up in the San Francisco
Bay Area and graduated from the University of California at Berkeley. In 2013, The Fallen Angels
Book Club, the first book in the Hollis Morgan Mystery Series, was released. Her second book in
the series, Sticks & Stones, was released in May 2014. She is married with two sons and resides
in Northern California. For more information, visit RFranklinJames.com.Caitlin Cavannaugh is a
talented voiceover artist, actor, singer, harpist, and accordionist. She is a company member of
the Purple Rose Theatre Company and received her bachelor's degree in acting from Northern
Illinois University and a Certificate of Acting from the Moscow Art Theatre School in Russia. --
This text refers to the audioCD edition.Review`A virtuoso of historical fiction' Sunday Telegraph --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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—living or dead—is entirely coincidental.CHAPTER ONERobert floated up the vertical access
ladder tube from the deck below, ascending into the Ancot’s cramped command deck. “You
called?” he said to his pilot as he braced himself against the overhead and then stepped into the
deck’s artificial gravity field and assumed a normal stance.“You said you wanted to be notified
before we got to Gamaze space, sir,” his pilot replied. “We just completed our last jump. We’re
about ten light minutes outside the Ilyan’s borders.”“Any contacts?” the captain asked as he
came to stand behind his pilot.“Negative.”“Messages?”“Nothing from Commander Nash yet,
sir.”Robert checked the digital time display on the overhead console just above the XK’s forward
windows, noting the time. “It’s still early, even with the time delay. We’ll hold here for now and wait
to hear from her.”“Won’t we be spotted?” the young ensign wondered.“The Gamaze only recently
acquired jump-drive technology,” Robert reminded the young ensign. “Their sensor nets are still
geared to watch for FTL ships. If we stay sub-light, they won’t detect us at this range.”“What
about patrol ships?”“The Gamaze don’t have that many patrol ships, Ensign. And it’s a big damn
border.”“Yes, sir.”“I’m going to get some coffee,” Robert told his pilot. “You want anything?”“No
thank you, sir, I’m good.”“Very well,” Robert replied as he turned to head aft.At only fifty meters in
length and twelve across her beam, the Ancot was not a large ship. Therefore, it generally took
only a minute or two to get just about anywhere in an XK series vessel. But her diminutive size
was deceptive. Within her tiny frame, she carried a lot. Guns, jump missiles, plasma torpedo
cannons, and even a pair of Lightning snub-fighters. And still, she had room for a sizable cargo
bay center aft. The twelve SilTek cargo ships that had been converted for the Systems Alliance’s
purposes formed the backbone of their fleet and would likely continue to do so for at least a few
more years.There was no denying that the XK ships were versatile and useful. In the last five-
plus years, Robert and his crew of seven had traveled to dozens of planets and performed a
wide variety of missions, ranging from diplomatic to humanitarian relief; they had even quashed
a few border disputes between non-aligned worlds.Commanding an XK reminded Robert very
much of his time commanding one of Earth’s first FTL scout ships. This ship was bigger for
certain, but his crew size was the same. Even better, they could jump as much as five hundred
light years at a time, with only a four-hour recharge time. And after their ship had been upgraded



to include two complete jump energy banks, they had a one-minute, two-jump range of one
thousand light years, although maximum range jumps were only used in emergencies. Most of
the time, they jumped about two hundred light years at a time, waiting about fifteen minutes, then
jumping again. In this fashion, they could make a thousand-light-year journey in just over an hour
and still have nearly a full charge upon arrival.It was because of these converted jump cargo
ships that the five-year-old Confederated Systems Alliance was able to expand to include nearly
a hundred worlds spread over an area of two thousand light years.Robert entered the common
room, where he found his chief engineer in her usual position: on the couch, feet up, watching
old vid-flicks on one screen while she monitored the ship’s systems on another. The young lady
was a whiz at caring for the Ancot, so the captain rarely questioned her methods. Yet he never
understood her need for constant entertainment as background noise when she worked. On
more than one occasion, he had asked her what she was watching, and she didn’t know. But
she insisted that she worked better that way, so Robert had no objections.“Are we there yet?”
Cori asked without looking up from her screens.“We’re parked about ten light minutes from their
border,” Robert replied as he made his way to the kitchenette along the starboard aft wall.
“Where’s everyone else?”“Tika and Mick are in their cockpits having sim-fights, as usual. The
others are probably racked out. You’re the first person I’ve seen in hours.”“I take it everything is
humming along smoothly?” Robert asked, making small talk as he poured himself a cup of
coffee.“Well enough,” she replied.“What are you working on?”“I’m playing with an algorithm that
should improve our recharge time by eleven percent.”“Is that even worth it?” Robert wondered. “I
mean, the XKs are all going to be reverted back to cargo duty within a decade.”“An improvement
is always worth it,” Cori insisted.“Don’t ever go into business,” Robert joked as he sipped his
coffee.“Do you think she’ll check in this time?” Cori wondered.“She had better,” Robert replied as
he headed back to the command deck. “Or we’ll have to go in and get her.”Cori wasn’t sure if her
captain was serious. “You’re kidding, right?” she called after him. “Right?”* * *Early morning had
always been Nathan’s favorite time of the day as a child, especially in winter, when he would wolf
down his breakfast, grab his gear and run down to the frozen pond at the back of his parent’s
estate. He loved being the first one to arrive. Their groundskeeper knew how much Nathan loved
ice hockey and flooded the surface every evening just after sundown, before returning home to
his own family.Being the first one there meant a clean sheet of ice. No gouges, no drifts, barely
even a ripple. It was the best frozen pond in the neighborhood, and every kid knew it. By the time
the other kids would begin to arrive, Nathan would already be cutting back and forth,
stickhandling like a madman toward the net.Many times, his father had offered to put up boards
and lights, but Nathan had refused. There was nothing like pond hockey. Boards changed the
game, and lighting…well, it was just wrong. When darkness fell, it was time to go home and get
ready for tomorrow’s games.Even as an adult, Nathan found himself drawn to this pond at the
break of day. Only now, it was to get a little ice time in before the pond became packed with kids.
Still, it had become a ritual during his vacation.Vacation. The thought seemed funny. He hadn’t
actually had one since college, nearly a decade ago. Even in the academy, he had not taken an



actual vacation. He had gone away for a weekend here and there, and had certainly gotten
hammered on more than one occasion. But nothing like this.It had been nearly a year since he
had passed command of his ship, the Dalen Voss, to its new commander and crew. He had
spent four years in command of that ship, jumping about the galaxy, convincing worlds to join
their alliance, and then supporting those worlds as needed. It had been the easiest assignment
of his life…all of them. More importantly, it had been nearly danger-free.But he needed this
vacation more than he had realized. In fact, after only nine months, he was now wondering if a
one-year hiatus was going to be enough. He loved not having any decisions to make except
what to eat for dinner or what book to read next. Other than the occasional speaking
engagement to help the Alliance recruitment effort, he had zero responsibilities, and it was a
relief.“Hey, you can actually skate,” a voice called.Nathan came to a sudden stop, standing up
straight and turning toward the voice. A smile instantly spread across his face. “Cam.” He skated
over to the edge of the pond, stepping off onto the platform that had been built for skaters to don
their gear.“I mean, you always talked about playing when you were a kid, but...”“It all comes back
pretty quickly,” Nathan said as he took a seat on the bench next to Cameron. “How did you know
where to find me? It’s what, zero seven hundred?”“I talked to Miri last night.”“You called Miri?
Why didn’t you just call me?”“Miri called me, Nathan.”Nathan’s brow furrowed. “So I’m guessing
this isn’t a social call.”* * *“We should be landing in about ten minutes, sirs,” the shuttle’s crew
chief reported.“When did all this start?” Nathan questioned Cameron as he studied the data
pad.“About two months ago. At first, we thought Telok was just flexing his muscles, testing our
resolve. The Gamaze have disputed Casbon’s independence long before we came along.”“But
they didn’t really care until the Casbon began selling their aramenium directly to SilTek instead
of through the Perzans.”“Which drove up the cost of aramenium to the Ilyan,” Nathan surmised. “I
still don’t understand what this has to do with me.”“Intel indicates that Telok has been acting
strangely. He’s suddenly become more aggressive; quicker on the trigger, so to speak. He’s even
had several of his previously trusted ministers executed for crimes against the Ilyan.”“That’s
within his purview, according to their laws, right?”“Yes,” Cameron agreed, “but as far as we can
tell, no crimes were committed. They simply disagreed with Telok.”“I’m still not seeing why you
pulled me off the ice.”“That’s just the start. He’s replacing key military personnel as well,
especially the commanders of his ships. Also, every ship whose commanding officer is replaced
immediately gets under way for points unknown.”“I don’t see what you expect me to do about it,”
Nathan said. “I don’t even have a ship, and I’m certainly not going to take the Voss back from
Loki.”“The Voss is in for refit,” Cameron told him. “Besides, Loki has taken command of the flight
training unit.”“Really? Well, good for him.”“He moved his wife and daughter to Earth about a
week ago.”“Wife? He finally married her?” Nathan shook his head in disbelief. “I can’t imagine
having Doran as a father-in-law.”“We have a different command in mind for you,” Cameron told
him, a wry smile on her face.“I don’t like it when you get that look,” Nathan said. “It scares
me.”“When was the last time you visited the EAP?” Cameron asked.“I’m on vacation,
remember?”“I thought you’d at least keep in touch with Vlad.”“I haven’t been in touch with



anyone,” Nathan admitted. “Hell, I only talk to Miri once a week, at most.”“So your idea of
vacation is to simply unplug from the world?”“Not completely,” Nathan defended. “I was seriously
considering joining one of the local men’s hockey leagues.”The shuttle began a lazy turn to port,
and Cameron glanced out the window at the ground below. “Take a look.”Nathan leaned closer,
peering out. Below, he could see the Expedition-class production facility. All twelve of the
massive assembly buildings were now complete, and the compound was bustling with activity.
“The line is fully functional?”“Not only is it fully functional, there are three ships on the assembly
line. The first will be ready to launch in about two weeks.”“The first?” Nathan asked in
anticipation.“Yup. And she’s yours if you want her.”“I assumed you would take the first ship,”
Nathan said. “Seems only fair after you gave me your ship.”“Which you destroyed,” she reminded
him.“I believe you were in command of her when that happened.”“A technicality,” she insisted.“I
assume we already have a crew?”“Sort of,” Cameron replied. “We’ve got plenty of techs to serve,
but we still need to fill most of your top positions. Except for your Cheng, of course.”“Vlad?”“He
insisted,” Cameron replied. “Something about ‘working out the bugs.’”“I thought there weren’t
supposed to be any bugs. That’s why we let the AIs do the engineering and
assembly.”“According to Vlad, there are always bugs.”The shuttle’s grav-lift system began to hum
more loudly as it began its final descent.“Why the rush?” Nathan questioned, a suspicious look
on his face. “You know what happened the last time we launched a ship early.”“We haven’t heard
from our asset on Gamaze in a while,” Cameron explained. “The Ancot has been sitting on the
Gamaze border for nearly a week now, awaiting contact. If they don’t hear from her soon, Robert
may go in and get her himself.”“Her?”Cameron sighed. “Yup.”“That explains Robert’s
impatience,” Nathan surmised.“And Command’s.”“She’s probably just gone deep to protect her
cover,” Nathan insisted. “You know how she is.”“I do, and so does Command,” Cameron agreed.
“But knowing Jessica, they want to be ready for anything, hence the early launch. But this Aurora
is completed. We just don’t have a fully trained crew for her yet. Then again, you should be used
to that.”“Why not just use the XKs?” Nathan wondered.“XKs aren’t equipped for stealth
penetration missions.” Cameron observed him for a bit as the shuttle touched down, waiting for a
response.It took Nathan a moment, but the meaning behind her look became apparent. “The kor-
dom agreed?”“It took a lot of negotiating, but he finally shared the cloaking technology with us
about a month ago. It’s being incorporated into the first Expedition-class ship as we
speak.”“What did you have to give him?” Nathan wondered.“Stealth jump tech.”“I’m surprised
that was enough,” Nathan said. “They would have figured that out for themselves eventually. After
all, it didn’t take them long to match our single-jump range.”“Agreed.”The fact that she was
agreeing with him so easily told him even more. “The stealth tech was just to save face with the
doms, wasn’t it? What else did we give him?”“A Jung officer on every Alliance ship, to begin
with,” Cameron confessed.“To begin with?”“We have to integrate Jung citizens into Alliance
ranks, just like any other member world.”Nathan unbuckled his seat belt now that the shuttle’s
engines had spun down. “We were going to have to do so eventually,” he said as he rose.“Yes,
but it’s still a little soon. We’re going to need at least a generation or two before any of the



recruits from Sol sector worlds will be willing to work alongside the Jung.”“Including myself,”
Nathan admitted as he headed for the exit.“Don’t worry,” Cameron told him as she followed him
out. “We found a Jung officer I’m pretty sure you can tolerate.”* * *Cameron led Nathan through
the final assembly building’s support complex, a maze of offices, corridors, and shops designed
to support the activities within the massive bay itself.“This place must have cost a fortune,”
Nathan commented as they entered the elevator at the end of the corridor.“Considering the
number of ships we need to build over the next twenty years, an assembly line approach similar
to the way the Cobra gunships were built seemed the best solution,” Cameron explained. “The
big difference is that here, ninety percent of the assembly is done by droids.”“How long does it
take to complete a single ship?”“About three years. The second is projected to be completed
about six months from now. Eventually, we expect to be able to produce six ships per year. So
we should complete about twenty ships by the end of our eighth year, assuming we can continue
recruiting new member worlds to help pay for all of this.”“I didn’t realize it was going to be on
such a large scale,” Nathan admitted as they exited the elevator and continued down another
corridor. “How did we get the funding for all of this?”“You can thank Caitrin Bindi for that,”
Cameron said. “I have to admit I was hesitant when you first put her in charge, but that woman
has worked miracles.” Cameron paused, turning to smile at him as she reached for the door. “Are
you ready for this?”Nathan felt a surge of excitement welling up within him. As much as he had
enjoyed his vacation, he had missed being in space, jumping from world to world. He missed
going to new places and meeting new people. And although he would be loath to admit it, he
missed being in command of a ship.The reality was, he missed the Aurora.“I’m ready,” he told
her.Cameron swung the door open, allowing Nathan to enter first. He took three steps inside,
then stopped dead in his tracks as he caught sight of the ship before him.Nathan was
speechless. He had only given input in the initial conceptual phase and had never seen the final
design for the new Expedition-class ships.Nathan turned to Cameron, a huge grin on his face.“I
had a feeling you’d like her.”“She’s got the same lines,” Nathan stated, half in disbelief. “Different,
but the same feel.” Nathan chuckled. “She’s beautiful…and smaller.”“She’s one third the size of
the old Explorer-class ships.”“How’d you manage that?”“We’ve come a long way since the
Aurora and the Celestia were built. We don’t need thick hulls and huge propellant tankage. That
was half the Aurora’s mass right there. Plus, we wanted her to be able to land, and grav-lift
systems do have limitations. So we had to keep her size down. A smaller size also has the
benefits of a smaller crew and lower operating costs.”Nathan began walking slowly toward the
ship, looking her over. “She looks fast. As big as she was, the old Aurora could really
accelerate.”“Her rate of acceleration is considerably less, but she can still get up to speed in a
hurry,” Cameron assured him. “She’s also got linear FTL.”“Why?” Nathan wondered.“It’s always
good to have options,” Cameron replied.“What about her armaments?”“All of her guns are quad-
barreled, dual-function turrets. Two barrels are plasma cannons, and the other two are rail guns.
And she’s loaded with a wide array of rail-gun slugs: explosive, fragmenting, flak-wall, you name
it.”“How many guns?”“She has eight large, fixed turrets, top and bottom, two forward, two aft.



She’s also got twenty medium turrets for the grav-wing channel, and forty smaller turrets that can
be deployed along any of the gun channels.“Gun channels?” Nathan asked, unfamiliar with the
term.“See that groove in the grav-lift wing, and then on the side of the ship, running fore-aft?
Those are your gun channels. Your guns are stored in bays located forward, midship, and aft,
and can be fully deployed in less than a minute. You can put all your guns on one side, if you like,
or spread them out evenly. However you need.”Nathan sighed, shaking his head back and forth,
still not believing what he was seeing. “The SilTek engineers really outdid themselves on this
one.”“Don’t let Vlad hear you say that.”“Why?” Nathan wondered.“He fought with them on just
about everything,” Cameron explained. “To be honest, this ship is more his vision than
theirs.”Nathan looked at the aft hull, noticing an extended longitudinal seam. “Is that…?”“A
nacelle?” Cameron finished for him. “Two of them, port and starboard. We took that idea from the
XKs but integrated them into the hull. Just like the XKs, they can be easily swapped out. Even
better, they can be changed out anywhere, so you don’t have to limp to the nearest port.”“Good
thinking.”“Another one of Vlad’s ideas,” Cameron replied. “Each nacelle has a main drive, a decel
drive, and a ZPED powerful enough to run the entire ship. And there’s a third ZPED in the main
hull powering the jump systems and the linear FTL, which can also serve as an emergency
backup power plant.”“What’s her jump range?” Nathan asked.“One thousand light year single
jump, two thousand one minute, plus she’s got an emergency escape energy bank that will jump
her one hundred light years. There are also hookups to connect additional energy banks to
double her one-minute range for long-distance missions.”“Four thousand light years?” Nathan
was astounded. “That’s insane. There’s no way any humans could have settled that far
out.”“Don’t forget, these ships are intended to be in service for at least a hundred years. Who
knows how far out we will have settled by then.”Nathan sighed yet again. “It’s like a dream come
true.”“Wait until you see its shuttles and fighters.”Nathan laughed. “Well what are we waiting
for?”They continued toward the ship, strolling out onto the gangway leading from the work
platform to the main port cargo hatch.“She can dock with other ships?” Nathan asked, noticing
the docking collar built into the side of the hull.“Vlad came up with a universal docking system
that can adapt to every known docking system. It can even get a good seal to hull breach, as
long as the breach isn’t bigger than the docking apparatus,” Cameron told him.“How is that
possible?”“Pressure shields,” Cameron replied. “This ship is amazing in ways you’ve never
dreamed of, Nathan. She’s everything you could possibly want, and more. And she’s designed to
survive. An important attribute considering her mission and her commander.”Nathan paused a
moment, peering over the edge of the gangway at the massive, oval grav-wing on the bottom of
the ship. “How big of a planet can she land on?”“Up to one point five times Earth’s mass,
assuming a standard load-out.”“Let’s hope I never have to land her on anything that big,” Nathan
said as they continued toward the ship. “I hate high-G worlds.”As they approached the entrance,
Nathan spotted the ship’s name and logo on the hull next to the hatch. ‘CSAS-Aurora: EV-01’. He
paused again, reaching out and touching the logo and name with his hand.“What are you
doing?” Cameron asked.“Nothing,” Nathan replied.“I take it by the grin on your face that you’re



going to accept command?” Cameron stated.“Was there ever any doubt?” Nathan replied,
following her inside.* * *“Why are we stopping on this deck?” Nathan wondered as he followed
Cameron off the elevator.“I thought you’d like to see the lounge.”“This ship has a
lounge?”“Lounge slash mess hall slash event room; it even has an outdoor patio.”“On a
spaceship?”“Pressure shields, remember?”“Of course.” Nathan followed her down the central
corridor, which eventually dumped into the mess hall. He paused a moment, looking about.
There were square tables arranged all around the large, open compartment, each with four
chairs. At the forward end of the space, the wall was floor to ceiling windows, with a set of clear
doors in the middle that opened to the outdoor patio. “This is more like a café than a mess
hall.”“That was the idea.”“And that entire patio is covered with a pressure shield?”“One that
doesn’t have a warning tint, so it’s like you’re really outside the ship. The shield can be extended
as well, so the patio can double as an emergency evac space.”“Please tell me there are blast
doors,” Nathan begged.“Every opening in the hull with pressure shields has blast doors,”
Cameron assured him.Cameron stopped at the door to the captain’s quarters. “Are you
ready?”“I’m not sure.”Cameron stepped up to the door, which slid open automatically.“Nice,”
Nathan commented.“All the hatches are now automated sliding doors, all of which automatically
seal in the case of a sudden decompression,” she explained as she led him inside.They passed
through an entry foyer that led into a small but cozy living room.“Wow,” Nathan exclaimed. “It’s
like a hotel suite.” He looked to his left, spotting a small dining area, beyond which was a
kitchenette with a door at the opposite end. “Where’s that door lead to?”“The captain’s mess.”“A
bit much, don’t you think?” The large floor-to-ceiling windows on the outboard side of the living
room caught Nathan’s eye. “What the…” As he walked toward the windows, he realized what he
was seeing beyond them. “Is that a balcony?” He walked up to the windows, staring in disbelief
at the view outside from the balcony. It wasn’t the interior of the assembly building, but a beach
with crystal blue waters lapping at the sand.“The SilTek engineers developed a new twist to the
pressure shields,” Cameron explained. “Any image can be projected against them, just like the
inside of the Sugali fighter’s canopy.”“So these actually open?” Nathan asked in
disbelief.Cameron walked up and pulled the transparent sliding doors open, opening the living
room up to the balcony.Nathan followed her out onto the balcony in awe. “This is incredible. A
balcony on a spaceship. Seems totally unnecessary though.”“One of the purposes of the
Expedition-class ships is to be impressive. Their mission, after all, is to support our member
worlds and get new members signed up. Since we can’t impress them through sheer size, we
thought amenities such as this would help. All of the outboard-facing quarters have them,
although only the captain’s quarters and the VIP quarters have balconies accessible from both
the living room and the master bedroom.”“So you’re telling me all the quarters on this ship are
this nice?”“Not this nice, but close. Except the troop dorms on the lower decks. Those don’t have
any windows at all. But they’re not designed to serve as long-term housing. I’m telling you,
Nathan, they thought of everything with this ship. And nearly every space is designed to be
adaptable to a variety of uses. But again, I’m just scratching the surface here.”Nathan sighed



again. “Next you’re going to tell me there’s an ice rink on board.”“Sorry, no ice rink,” Cameron
replied. “But I’m sure Vlad could flood the flight deck for you from time to time.”“Don’t give me
any ideas.”“Would you like to see the command deck now?” Cameron asked.“Lead the way,”
Nathan insisted. “I feel like a kid on Christmas Day.”* * *“This is the command deck,” Cameron
announced as they exited the elevator and headed down the corridor toward the center
intersection.They turned forward at the intersection, heading to the bridge.“It’s only slightly
smaller than the old Aurora’s bridge,” Cameron said as she led him onto the bridge. “But I think
we managed to get that cockpit feel you preferred on the XKs.” Cameron stopped and turned to
face Nathan. “What do you think?”Nathan looked around slowly, taking it all in. It had basically
the same layout as the Aurora’s original bridge, but more compact. The doorway they had just
passed through was the compartment’s only entrance. The aft bulkheads jetted out at forty-five-
degree angles, disappearing into the large side windows. Gone was the massive, semi-spherical
wrap-around view screen—something that Nathan had never found useful. Instead, the half-
circle front of the compartment was covered with actual windows. Each window was identical in
size, and all of them were leaned inward at the same angle. There was very little headroom, so
little that an abnormally tall person might have problems. The overhead was littered with
strategically placed panels over each workstation, as well as downward-angled view screens in
key positions.Nathan moved forward past Cameron, running his hand along the stand-up tactical
station. The command chair was just forward of the tactical station, just as it had been with the
original Aurora. The difference was that it wasn’t on a single-step, raised platform, but on the
same main level as the entrance, the tactical station, and the auxiliary stations on either side. It
also had three view screens designed to feed critical information to its occupant.The two
stations directly to either side of the command chair were recessed one step down, and the
helm and ops stations directly in front of the command chair were three steps down.“All the
windows serve as projection screens as well,” Cameron explained. “Either in full or semi-opaque
mode. Every window has emergency pressure shields in case of rupture, and there are blast
doors that can be raised if needed. But even with the blast doors up, the windows still function
the same, just using external cameras. You can also overlay tactical information over objects in
the windows, just like in the Nighthawks. Same with the Dragon canopies. There is also a
holographic display system located forward of the helm, where you can display star maps, holo-
comm images, three-dimensional graphics of ships and such, whatever you like.”“This is so
much better than that big, stupid, dome,” Nathan commented as he sat down in the command
chair. It was comfortable and had wide arms with lots of touch-screen controls, as well as a small
view screen at the front of either arm, angled in and upward toward his face. The three view
screens arranged before him between the two flight team stations were just below his forward
sight line and were perfectly angled as well. There were even view screens hanging down from
the overhead arranged in a semi-circle before him, tucked in just behind the top edge of the
forward-facing windows.“Ops to the left, helm to the right,” Cameron informed him. “Sensors
directly left, and comms to the right.”“And tactical behind me,” Nathan surmised.“It can be, yes,



but since ops handles the weapons on this ship, it’s more of a stand-up general purpose station,”
she explained. “Some call it the ‘watch station’. All of the stations can be configured to perform
any task, with the exception of the helm station, which has the manual flight controls.” Cameron
waited for a response, observing Nathan as he sank back in the command chair, appearing to
get comfortable. “I thought you’d feel that way.”From Nathan’s position, he could see all the way
down the Aurora’s gently sloped bow and to both sides, giving him an unobstructed one-
hundred-and-eighty-degree view. It was definitely the best seat in the room.“I assume those are
some sort of tactical display system?” Nathan surmised, pointing to the three flat screens before
him, in between the helm and ops stations.“Normally, yes,” Cameron replied as she reached
down and pressed a button on the command chair’s sidearm panel. The chair began moving
forward, coming to a stop with the arms of the command chair snug against the console. The
very moment the command chair made contact with the console, the displays changed from
filling the entire surface of the three consoles to a series of six smaller screens along the top,
and various touch-screen control pads on lower portions of the consoles. “Behold, the captain’s
command console.”Nathan couldn’t help but laugh. “You’ve got to be kidding!”“I remember how
much you used to complain about having to just sit there and give orders or ask people
questions during critical phases,” Cameron said. “To be honest, I hated that as well. From this
console, you can run practically everything.”“This is amazing,” Nathan exclaimed.“Well…What
do you think?” she asked again.Nathan couldn’t stop the smile forming on his face. “It’s perfect.”*
* *“It’s weird,” Nathan stated as they came out of the elevator onto C deck. “This is a completely
different ship, yet it feels so familiar.”“Well, there are similarities among all such ships,” Cameron
pointed out.“No, it’s more than that.”“We did try to keep some of the same aesthetic elements
wherever possible.”“That’s not it either,” Nathan insisted. “I mean, obviously I still have a ton to
learn about this ship, but…”“But what?” Cameron wondered.“This is going to sound stupid,”
Nathan told her, “but it feels like this Aurora is what the original Aurora should have been. What it
would have been if we’d had the same technology available to us back then.”“That’s not stupid,”
Cameron assured him. “In fact, that’s pretty much what we were shooting for. The purpose of the
original Explorer-class ships was to travel to the lost colonies of Earth and reestablish diplomatic
relations with them. Their combat capabilities were more defensive than offensive. These
Expedition-class ships are being built for the same general purpose. To seek out the lost
colonies of Earth and invite them to become members of the Systems Alliance. The biggest
difference between the two classes is that the Expedition-class ships were designed as jump
ships from the ground up. They were also designed for a variety of missions, whereas the
Explorer-class ships were less versatile.”“I don’t know,” Nathan objected. “I think we managed to
squeeze quite a lot of versatility out of the original Aurora.”“No argument there,” Cameron agreed
as she led him through the doors to the main shuttle bay. “Behold, the Navarro-class
shuttles.”Again, Nathan was awe-struck. Inside the massive bay were two large, identical
shuttles, both of which looked eerily similar to Suvan Navarro’s original captain’s yacht from the
old Takaran capital ship, the Avendahl.“Just as you specified, these shuttles were designed with



swappable bays so that they can be quickly reconfigured for different missions. Note the names
on their sides.”Nathan looked at the first ship, noting the name ‘Mirai’. Then he looked at the
other and smiled. “The Seiiki.”“I assume that’s the one you will be taking on away missions,”
Cameron said.“Now why would you think that?” Nathan joked.* * *“The entire Dragon system is
empty right now,” Cameron explained as they walked through the empty fighter service bay,
headed aft. “You will have a standard load of twelve before departure, however.”“Twelve?”
Nathan wondered. “That’s it?”“Like I said, standard load. Wartime load would be twenty-four. “Six
leaves your Dragon service bay empty, which gives your ship a lot more flexibility.”“How so?”
Nathan wondered.“Well, for starters, you can receive small shuttles through the Dragon recovery
deck, or from the elevator pad in the flight deck topside, and store them in this space. You can
also use it for cargo, to carry evacuees, to take on additional tankage, or to plug in additional
energy banks to double your jump range. Like I said; flexibility.”“Clever.”“Well, when you’re
reducing your overall ship size by sixty percent, you have to be. This entire section was designed
specifically for the new Dragon fighters.”“I can’t wait to see them,” Nathan admitted as he
followed her through the empty bay toward the aft exit.“You won’t have to wait long,” Cameron
assured him, stepping to one side after she passed between the two partially opened bay doors.
“I present to you the icing on the cake. The Dragon multi-role jump fighter.”Nathan’s eyes
widened. It was larger than a Super Eagle, but smaller than a Falcon. It was a blended lifting-
body design similar to the Falcon and the Corinari fighters, but more compact, and more deadly
looking. Plus, it was jet black from nose to tail, giving it a sinister look.Nathan looked at Cameron
and smiled. “That is one mean-looking little fighter.”“You want to take her up?” Cameron
asked.“Don’t toy with me.”“That’s why she’s here,” Cameron told him. “Just don’t go manual until
the AI gets you clear. We are still inside a building after all.”* * *“I have to admit, this is all pretty
cool,” Nathan commented as they strolled toward the Dragon fighter waiting for him on the aft
flight deck.“The Dragon flight suits are based on the Ghatazhak self-donning combat armor,”
Cameron explained. “Cuts down on the time it takes to scramble a flight.”“I’ll bet.”“Normally,
these would be launched from tubes, but this is the only way to launch a bird while we’re in a
hangar. There’s actually an alert bay forward where all the Dragon cockpits would be stored.
Pilots get into their cockpits there, then the cockpits are fed to waiting fighter bodies via a fast-
conveyance system. One minute after a pilot plops their butt into a cockpit module, they’re
plugged into an airframe and shot out of the launch tube. Twelve birds in the air in six minutes
from alert. A quarter of that, if they’re pre-loaded.”Nathan proceeded to walk around the fighter,
visually inspecting the craft before boarding her. “I’m surprised you’re letting me take this bird up,”
he told her. “After all, I have zero training in this model, and I haven’t touched a flight stick in
years.”“They’re pretty much impossible to crash,” Cameron assured him.“AI?”“AI.” Cameron
turned to walk away. “Enjoy. Vlad will finish the tour with you when you get back.”“Where are you
going?” Nathan wondered.“I have to meet up with supply. Someone has to get this ship stocked
up and ready.”Nathan looked back up at the Dragon fighter, running his hand along her fuselage
as he headed toward the boarding ladder steps jutting out from her port side. He reached for the



top rung, then climbed up and into the cockpit.The first thing Nathan noticed was that the
cockpit was much wider than that of the Eagle fighters he had trained in more than a decade
ago. There was also a dizzying array of controls and displays all around him. Nathan grabbed
the release lever on the underside of his seat and pushed back to get a little more leg room.
Much to his surprise, the seat slid back more than a meter before hitting its stops. “Damn,” he
said to himself. “You could practically take a nap in this thing.”“That was the intention,” a female
voice said over his helmet speakers.“Are you the AI?” Nathan asked, looking around as if some
magical AI fairy was going to suddenly appear.“Yes, Captain Scott. You may refer to me as
Dottie.”“Dottie? Does that stand for something?” Nathan asked as he moved his seat back
forward.“It does not. It is simply the name that Dylan assigned to me during installation,” the AI
explained. “You may call me something else, if you prefer.”“Dottie will be fine.”“Since you are
wearing a Dragon suit, I assume you intend to fly this ship. Shall I begin the launch
sequence?”“Yes, please,” Nathan confirmed. “Take us out as soon as you are ready. I’ll take the
controls once we’re clear of the facility.”“As you wish, Captain.”The console began to light up,
and the low whine of the small fighter’s reactor core became audible from both inside and out. A
second later, the canopy slid forward over Nathan’s head, closing him inside.The canopy was
opaque, but only for a moment. The second it locked closed, the inside of the canopy cleared,
becoming transparent, but with digital range and identification information displaying on its inner
surface.Nathan instantly recognized this technology from the Nighthawk fighters that SilTek had
once built for the Sugali. About twenty of them were still in operation on Casbon, providing their
primary means of defense against raiders, though such attacks had all but ceased now that both
Casbon and the Akha were members of the Alliance.He glanced across his displays and located
the comms panel, but before he could call for departure clearance, the details of his clearance
were already reading out on the view screen.“Reactor at full power,” his AI reported. “Initiating
departure sequence.”The Dragon fighter rose off the deck just enough to safely retract its
landing gear and began sliding slowly backwards toward the open end of the recovery deck.
Nathan glanced about as the bay drifted past him. A moment later, his fighter was out of the bay,
hovering on grav-lift power and slowly climbing. Once it was higher than the highest point on the
Aurora, it began to move forward, passing over the top of its host ship.Nathan peered out the left
side of his canopy at the Aurora below. The original Aurora was a large, sleek ship, but this new
one looked more like a sports car. He couldn’t imagine a ship of that size being able to land.
Even at one third the original Aurora’s size, she was still around five hundred meters in length. It
was also strange to see such a ship being built on the surface. Even the Earth’s first FTL scout
ships had been built in orbit.Of all the technologies that had come along during his time in
space, grav-lift systems had been one of the most unusual. No longer did liftoff and touch down
require screaming engines producing tons of thrust. Now, there was just a loud hum, and the
ships floated up off the ground and climbed into the sky with ease.The AI brought the Dragon
fighter smoothly over the top of the Aurora, skimming just above her dorsal hull, well below the
various cranes hanging from the ceiling of the massive final assembly hangar. As they passed



clear of her bow, Nathan realized there were tracks under the first Expedition-class ship that
presumably led to the departure area, and then back to the first assembly hangar. It was similar
to the way the old Cobra gunships had been constructed, except these new ships would not be
rolling down a hill and jumping to orbit.“I will take us outside of the facility’s airspace and to safe
maneuvering altitude, at which point you may take the controls, Captain Scott,” Dottie
announced as the Dragon began to ascend.“Sounds good.”“What level of flight assistance will
you require?”“I was thinking full manual,” Nathan replied.“That would not be advisable,” Dottie
warned. “The Dragon airframe is extremely maneuverable and very fast. Even experienced pilots
have a tendency to over-control it, which can lead to disastrous results.”“I’ll keep that in mind,”
Nathan assured his AI as he placed his right hand on the flight control stick and his left hand on
the throttle. “I have control.”“As you wish.”Nathan leaned the flight control stick slightly right, then
left, rocking his wings a bit as he got a feel for the ship. His AI wasn’t exaggerating. The little
black fighter felt very responsive. Next, he tried the pitch, easing the nose up, down, and then
back level with similar results. “Hey Dottie, are there any speed limitations in this flight
area?”“The expedition assembly facility lies within an MOA that extends three hundred
kilometers in all directions. At your current speed and heading, you will exit the MOA in three
minutes.”A grin formed on Nathan’s face. “What’s the MOA’s ceiling?”“The MOA has no ceiling,”
the AI replied. “It extends all the way to space.”“Are the inertial dampeners functional?”“The
inertial dampening systems are fully operational; however, I should warn you that they are
adaptive. You will still feel both positive and negative Gs, though not as intensely. But do not
worry, Captain Scott. If you should lose consciousness, I am programmed to assume flight
control and return you to safety.”“Good to know.” Nathan simultaneously yanked his flight control
stick back hard and jammed his main throttle all the way forward. His head was immediately
pushed back against his headrest, and his body sank back into the flight seat. He could also feel
his flight suit automatically stiffening to compensate. He felt as if he had just become one with
the Dragon fighter. “Hot damn!”“Maximum acceleration is not advised,” Dottie warned. “I am
detecting significant changes in your pulse rate and respiratory patterns.”“I’m good!” Nathan
assured her.“While this ship’s propulsion system is powerful enough to execute a vertical climb
to space, you will not achieve orbit unless…”“I’m not trying to achieve orbit,” Nathan interrupted
as he spun the jump select dial on the flight control stick to five light minutes, then toggled the
jump button.Much to his surprise, there was no blue-white flash. The only indication that his
fighter had jumped was that the sky had instantly changed from its darkening blue to the star-
filled, inky blackness of space. One second, he had been climbing out of the Earth’s atmosphere
at an incredible rate. The next, he was beyond the orbit of Mars.“It might have been wise to notify
me of your intentions before executing a five-light-minute jump. Space is not empty, after all.”“I
knew you wouldn’t let me hit anything,” Nathan replied. “That is the purpose of an AI on a fighter,
right?”“To prevent headstrong pilots from injuring themselves and destroying a five hundred
million credit, cutting-edge spacecraft? Yes, that is my sole reason for existence.”“I sense a little
Dylan in your personality matrix.”“I’ll take that as a compliment.”“What’s your jump range,



Dottie?” Nathan asked.“My maximum single-jump range is one hundred light years. However,
stealth jumps are limited to one light year. Of course, I can perform an unlimited number of
jumps in series, so my actual travel range is only limited by the biological needs of my pilot.”“So
a journey of a thousand light years is no big deal?”“I was not informed that this flight would
include interstellar travel, Captain. It was my understanding that this was more of a familiarization
flight.”“Well, I’m simply familiarizing myself with the Dragon’s capabilities,” Nathan said as he
punched a destination into the jump-nav computer.“My capabilities are clearly documented, as
are all of the procedures for my operation.”“I’ve never been one for procedures,” Nathan mused.*
* *Cameron had nearly made it back to her shuttle by the time the junior officer caught up to
her.“Sir!” the young officer called out as he ran toward her.“What is it, lieutenant?”“Captain Scott!
He just jumped away in the Dragon fighter!”“Don’t worry, Lieutenant. He’ll be back.”The
lieutenant looked puzzled. “How can you be sure?”“Because Nathan Scott always comes back,”
she replied with a smile. “Even from the dead.”CHAPTER TWOEight Gunyoki fighters, each
painted in varied, brilliant color schemes and sporting unique numbers, zipped past the Jamalan
asteroid, turning hard to loop around the massive rock, barely skimming its surface.“If you’re
going to make a move, you’d better do it soon,” Ito warned over comms.Josh had been flying
since he was a kid. First in video games, where he smoked everyone who challenged him. Then
in the lumbering harvesters, collecting rocks in the rings of Haven. Back then, he had dreamed
of flying real fighters, real ships and not harvesters, but never saw that ever becoming a
reality.Yet here he was, piloting one of the mighty, tank-like Gunyoki fighters in the final rounds of
the annual Gunyoki championship. The path to this opportunity had been long and bizarre. A
series of circumstances, events, and plain, dumb luck had put him in the pilot’s seat of so many
different ships over the last fifteen years that he had lost count. His mantra had become, ‘If it can
fly, I can fly it, and I can fly it better than anyone else.’Unfortunately, today, that last part was
proving to be untrue.Gunyoki fighters were unlike any ship he had ever flown. Their engine
nacelles, which Josh had nicknamed ‘gungines’ due to the powerful plasma cannons on their
front ends, were oddly articulated. They rotated on an axis perpendicular to the ship’s
longitudinal axis while angling nose-out. It made for very unusual maneuvering characteristics by
common standards. And while the design seemed wholly inefficient, it made for a unique flying
experience.The Gunyoki had a long history in Rakuen culture, dating back to the original Water
Wars between Rakuen and Neramese. The original Gunyoki were built and flown by prominent
Rakuen leaders, who were willing to spend their fortunes and risk their lives to defend their
world. The design had been simple, making for easy builds and maintenance. Once the war was
over, the Gunyoki pilots had begun racing against one another for sport and to keep up their
skills in case they were ever called to serve again. This tradition eventually became Rakuen’s
number one spectator sport, attracting tens of thousands of Rakuens, and now hundreds of
thousands from all over the Systems Alliance.The Gunyoki had been key players in the formation
of the Alliance, having been instrumental in the defeat of the Dusahn and the liberation of nearly
a dozen worlds in the Pentaurus sector. Now, the word ‘Gunyoki’ was known by racing fans



everywhere, not just in the Rogen system. So naturally, Josh felt the need to prove himself here,
at the controls of one of the most celebrated spacecraft in recent history.The Gunyoki races
were meant to simulate real battle. The course was basically a running chase through the Rogen
system, dodging asteroids and automated weapons systems that littered the path. They flew in
groups of eight but did not fight one another until the final rounds, when it was down to one-on-
one dogfighting.At this stage of the game, Josh’s only concern was finishing this heat in the top
four of his group. As long as he did that, he would advance to the next round. His Gunyoki
master, Ito, had drilled this into Josh’s brain for the last year, most likely because Ito knew how
competitive Josh could be. Ito believed that a Gunyoki was like a sword. The sword’s edges had
to be respected so that they could be used effectively.The fact that Josh had been able to
restrain himself throughout the race had surprised Ito, but now it was time to act. The heat had
only minutes left, and Josh had been in last place the entire time. If he did not move up at least
four places, his season would be over.“Josh?” Ito called again.Josh was blocked in by the
competitors ahead of him. If he tried to go around them in the next turn, he would fall even
further behind, and they would not allow him enough room to squeeze by on the inside of the
turn around the next asteroid. He only had one play, and he wasn’t sure it was legal.A grin
spread across Josh’s face. “Watch this,” he told Ito as he rolled his Gunyoki fighter onto its
starboard side, then fired his plasma cannons between the two racers ahead of him. The shots
missed them but were close enough that it caused them both to jerk slightly away from the
plasma bolts streaking between them.“Suckers,” Josh giggled as he jammed his throttles to full
power and drove forward, passing between the two jinking racers.“You cannot shoot at your
opponents, Josh, not in this stage.”“I didn’t shoot at them, I shot between them.”“The judges may
not believe that,” Ito warned. “They may think you just missed.”“No fucking way,” Josh replied. “If I
had wanted to shoot them, they’d be debris fields by now.”“Even if they rule in your favor, that
only got you to sixth place, and the others won’t fall for that trick.”“That’s why I’m using a different
tactic to pass the others,” Josh announced.“You’re approaching the next turn,” Ito warned. “You
must slow down, or you’ll swing wide.”“I can make the damn turn!” Josh insisted as he
maneuvered his ship to the right of the next two ships leading him.“You cannot produce enough
delta-v to make a turn that tight at such speeds.”“And neither can they,” Josh replied as he
guided his accelerating Gunyoki fighter closer to the asteroid. He rolled his ship to the right,
putting his topside toward the asteroid as he pulled up even with the fourth and fifth place racers.
Both of them were so busy trying to jockey position over one another, while not getting too close
to the asteroid they were now looping around, that they failed to notice Josh skirting between
them and the massive rock.“Josh! Are you insane! You are supposed to maintain a safe distance
from the asteroid’s surface!”“This is safe!” Josh insisted. He looked up, noticing that the asteroid
was only about a meter away. “Sort of!”Ahead of him, Josh saw rising peaks of sharp, black rock.
“Oh, shit.” His head swung left and right, looking for a way out. He had yet to pass the other two
Gunyoki, and neither of them was going to veer away to give him room. So Josh did the only
thing he could. He began snaking left and right, up and down, as his inverted fighter skimmed



over miles of deep craters and jutting columns of rock. “This might have been a bad idea, Ito.” If
his Gunyoki fighter had tail fins, they would have been long gone by now.“Ridge line! Dead
ahead! Five kilometers and closing fast!”Josh glanced at his sensor screen. He had passed the
fifth-place Gunyoki and was now neck and neck with the ship in the number four position.“Four
kilometers!”The constant weaving was not helping matters. Josh eased his nose down slightly,
shifting his ship further from the asteroid but closer to the Gunyoki in fourth place. He was
hoping to cause his opponent to also veer away and give him a little more breathing room.“Three
kilometers!”His nose was now a few meters ahead of his opponent. He was gaining on him, even
while yawing left and right to avoid the bumpy surface streaking past his head.
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Angie in WA State, “I've read the entire Frontier Saga series. What I've always wanted, Ryk
Brown finally gave me.... I've read all of Part 1 and Part 2 of the Frontier Saga stories starring
Nathan Scott and the starship Aurora.A lifelong lover of science fiction, in particular I enjoy tales
of what awaits the human species after we depart Mother Earth.Which is exactly what the
Frontier Saga stories are all about. Great characters you come to care about. Interesting story
arcs within each of the two major story arc comprising Parts 1 & 2 of the Frontier Saga, outside
of the main storyline all of the combined novels follow. Entertaining dialogue.But in Parts 1 & 2
there is an awful lot of moment by moment descriptions of the MANY battles the ship Aurora and
her crew are involved in. I mean, you can only read how many times the quad rail guns fire and
blow up another ships emitters and take down it's shields before it all becomes a bit blurry.
Thank gods the story line and characters kept my head from catching fire!But with the first book
in this 3rd series: "Aurora: EV-01" (The Frontiers Saga - Part 3: Fringe Worlds)Ryk kept all of the
interesting characters, the amazing science, the nearly alive AI-run starships but he reduced the
battle scene action and most of all, the descriptions of it.So after 30 entries in the ongoing story
of Nathan Scott and the crew of the newest version of the Aurora, I'm ready for the next 14, and
as excited as ever to learn about what is next for all of them!THANK YOU, Ryk Brown, for writing
these stories and sharing them will all of us.”

Lcashless 1., “someone said the story was derivative, how can you say that the story just
started.. Yes there may be some aspects like the main character group. But the story itself
cannot be considered derivative because the story just started. Don’t believe any reviewer who
tells you what a story is like just after reading the first chapter of a book.We have our family
almost back together again Nathan Jessica Josh Loki, Kit, Mori and the rest of the Ghatazhak.
These characters have become like family to us and we want to know what’s going on with them.
Some people May not understand the story if they have not read the original two episodes. I
urge you to go back and read them this is a great series. Fast paced and plenty of action, with
new characters that we will have to figure out what potential they hold. Eagerly awaiting the next
book in the series as I was this one.”

Alan S. Rosenberg, “Short, but sweet;. When I realized how short the book was, I was almost
trying not to like it, feeling,,, maybe it’s run it’s course and just repetitive, procedural monetizing
‘the brand’ — and some parts were kinda like that, but when I finished it ( in 2 days ), I had to
realize how much I really liked it and can’t wait till the next episode!I won’t give any plot spoilers,
but there was a twist at the end that tied up the end of the first book in the 3rd segment and
making me look forward to ep.#2,  part 3!”

M. J Bauer, “Derivative. The long awaited follow on has finally arrived, it’s good not great.Ryk
had a knack for stirring endings that is lacking in this one.The cast of characters is familiar and



they’ve added some new ones who will be fascinating to follow. It’s a good read, you’ll enjoy it
but he’s done better.Why 4 stars not 5?If we accept all the scientific breakthroughs, we’re left
with one overarching problem.Spoiler alertThe sacrifice of a ship, the potential for war to rescue
one operator. Nope, yes romantic real world? No.Rik has also dusted off a clone villainous
civilization who’ll be familiar to you if you’ve read the other books.”

Robert Roth, “Giant Cliff Hanger - AGAIN. I never write a review for an author unless it is
supportive of their work but I have to agree with the recent comments of his style and lack
thereof his next episode. With such a cliffhanger I really think Ryk Brown should have provide
the next episode in this series immediately upon posting Part 3 - Episode 1. Not a good move
Ryk. Would have been nice if a chapter or two of the next episode was included in this episode.
Ryk continues to entice ALL his followers as usual yet AGAIN we are wanton for more. I only
hope Ryk does not make us wait an extended period for the next installment. I almost lost
interest in this series after PART 2. It was nice to see the team get back together after such a
lengthy break. I will attempt to be patient once again. For those of you that have not read the
entire series my only suggestion would be to start at the beginning. You will be hooked.”

SP23DMERCHANT, “Space Opera Series 3 - AWESOME!. I’m so glad this is continuing for a
third season - as such. Still annoys the **** out of me with Nathan blabbing his mouth again to
what was three strangers (at the time) that this Aurora is more powerful & advanced! Just shut
up Nathan as you wouldn’t do that in the military!Gripping read - but get their arse handed to
them again …Awaiting part two!”

Graham, “New chapter. I remember reading something Ryk wrote at the end of the last book.
That he had gotten to the point in the story where he really wanted to start. I thought, we're 30+
books in and this is where you wanted to start???I get it now. Looking forward to the next
installment. Felt it could of left with a dun-dun-duuunnnnn moment at the end which is why I
dropped the .”

Peter, “Suspenseful ending. An amazing lack of planning by our heroes contributed to a string of
disasters, most of which were easily avoided making them look like rank amateurs. Not a
convincing plot but engagingly written anyway. A little more planning please Ryk.”

john harmer great read again. more please, “Great read. Really good to read a new frontier saga
story .the characters all come back with the excellent story line I can see the next book going to
be another great read looking forward to it soon I hope.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good to see the characters back..... Good to see the characters back
and a bit more has happened. But there are gaps that I hope will be explained by later books and
I do hate the cliff hanger esq endings”
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